
Swami Vivekananda Cultural Center Punjabi Dance Faculty 

 

Primary Genres of Dancing: Folk & Modern Day Bhangra & Gidda 

Secondary Genres of Dancing: Bollywood, Semi-Classical & Contemporary 

 

Schedule: Weekly Sessions; Mondays and Tuesdays 5pm to 7pm 

 

Instructor: Preetam Singh Shokar (2 time Fiji Audio-Visual Commission Dance Award Winner) 

 

Course Description 

 

An introduction to Basic, Intermediate and Advanced Punjabi Dance, including technique, 

movement, musical rhythm, phrases, and choreography. Inspired by the high-energy music from 

Folk and Bollywood Singers, Punjabi Dance is a form that combines folk and classical Bhangra and 

Gidda dances with Hip Hop, Jazz, Latin, and Sufi forms of dances. This course introduces the 

foundational movements, fundamental techniques, rhythmic footwork patterns, hand gestures, arm 

movements, and facial expressiveness of Punjabi dancing, for both in-house and outreach stage. 

Study includes the basic embodied theory, vocabulary, musical and cinematic association, culture 

and history of classical Indian dance forms and Indian folk forms, as well as other sub-genres and 

styles that contribute to the development of modern day dance and culture. 

This course intends to provide general knowledge of Punjabi and North Indian dance and culture. 

Students will learn how commonly Bollywood dance practices employ traditional Indian folk dance, 

such as Bhangra, Gidda and mix of other classical and semi-classical forms. Additionally, this 

course will expose students to the ways in which contemporary North Indian Punjabi dancing also 

includes elements of Western movements and dance forms like Modern Jazz and Hip-Hop.  

Focusing on basic movements, hand gestures, rhythmic patterns and communicative expressions, 

this course is designed to provide students with a solid foundation from which to perform traditional, 

cultural and modern day dancing, including an emphasis on contemporary storytelling through 

movement, specificity, posture, strength, alignment and coordination. 

Bhangra / Gidda Dance - Truly Inspirational Punjabi Folk Dance 

 

Bhangra dance is a famous folk dance which is originated from Punjab. This dance leaves one with 

utmost zest and enthusiasm. It is one of those lustrous dance forms which take one's creativity to the 

highest level. Its fan base is growing all over the world as its popularity is gaining heights. From 

ancient times, Bhangra dancing is a major attraction for males while Giddha is a foremost choice 

for females in the Punjab, Himachal Pardesh and adjoining areas. 

It has a strong presence in various parts of Punjab, where it is performed as a ritual on various 

auspicious occasions such as Baisakhi. There is a huge craze to learn from Bhangra classes in the 

youths of the state. Moreover, with the addition of rap songs and the rise of Punjabi singers, 

Bollywood Bhangra has been brought to perform in the leading Bollywood movies. This has led to 

a serious craze in people who just want to express their feelings on various occasions. Let's explore 

this mesmerizing activity in detail which has touched the lives of so many people regardless of 

borders. Learn Punjabi Dance. 



Origin of Bhangra / Gidda 

 

The history of Bhangra / Gidda takes us back to 500 years ago. Interestingly, its basic movements 

have been picked out from general farming activities. In other words, the body gestures during the 

ploughing, sowing and harvesting activities have been used in this dancing activity. So more or less, 

it gives the message of a happy farmer who couldn't resist dancing after seeing the crops. This is the 

reason, it has become a ritual to perform Bhangra dance on the Baisakhi event. Since the late 1960s 

and 70s, it is being performed on various international stages, especially in USA and UK.  

Associated Music, Elegant Costumes of Bhangra / Gidda and Global Recognition 

 

The music of Bhangra dance workout tends to bring out the uninhibited flow of emotions. It has a 

vibrant and an intoxicating effect on the audiences. At times, the magic of music becomes so high 

that it makes people dance freely and shake their bodies on the tunes of Bhangra. With the Dhol 

beats, you will feel the inner joy as you release all the tension in your muscles. The Bhangra elegant 

costume is its major attraction consisting of turban, kurta, shalwaar, kammez etc.  

Bhangra / Gidda is slowly attracting people from all over the world. Even the universities and 

educational institutes have included Bhangra and Gidda dance classes in their curriculum which is 

widening its reach globally. Bhangra is just like other dance styles which spread the message of 

love and peace. Learn it, excel it and enjoy it! 

Learning Objectives 

 Identify basic characteristics and vocabulary in Punjabi dancing 

 Establish the capacity to recognize the difference, inter-connectedness, and diversity of 

classical, semi-classical and modern day Indian dancing 

 Understand the key concepts, discourses, and formulaic storytelling elements involved in the 

practice of this form 

 Understand the transformation of this form from a cinematic experience to a live theatrical 

experience, and participatory dance culture 

 Recognize the relationship between the movement and music 

 Develop an awareness of the context and social sciences related to performing and viewing 

cultural and modern fashion dancing 

 Recognize how the integration of Western dance styles and forms contributes to the 

development of a dance vocabulary and style 

 Develop an understanding of personal and collective voice and style 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson Plan 

 

 

 

 



Lesson Plan (continued) 

 

 

Week 7 to 21 

 

 Introduction to Jhoomar / Bhangra / Gidda 

 Basic and Intermediate combinations / choreography 

 Short assignments on specific dance styles, songs and features 

 Introduction to basic vocabulary, rhythmic footwork and hand gestures 

 Introduction to folk dances of the primary genres and inclusion in Modern Day dancing 

 

Week 22 to 36 

 

 Introduction to Bollywood Contemporary Punjabi Dancing 

 Contemporary Dancing: Analyzing it in modern day thematic areas of dancing 

 Basic and Intermediate combinations / choreography 

 Introduction of styles and forms of contemporary Bollywood 

 Introduction of dance choreography from classical and modern stage shows 

 Exploring similarities and differences between Punjabi dancing and other forms 

 

Week 37 - 52 

 

 Introduction to Blend of Folk & Modern Day Hip Dancing 

 Intermediate and Advanced combinations / choreography 

 Transition to more intricate and longer combinations /choreography 

 Understanding presence of Folk and Bollywood in the global landscape 

 Understanding the influence and inclusion of western dances in Indian dancing 

 

 



Course Outcomes 
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